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Virus Attacks
Campus
Macintosh
Computers

James Named New Dean of Faculty

•

by Cralg TIm""ll
The College Voke

111 \

by Craig Tlmber1l
The College Vol",

"

Two computer viruses have
briefly reinfected some Macintosh
computers on campus recently.
Cindy Lyon-Bloms!edt,
microcomputer specialist at the college, said that two computers in
Winthrop Annex computer lab
were discovered with the infamous
SCORES virus during the last two
weeks and that two other computers in the Neff computer lab in
Blaustein were infected with the
NVir virus.
"I suspect that somebody has
an infected disk ...and probably
does not realize it."
/
The s'CORES virus, )Which
was found on many Macintosh
computers on campus this fall, inTects applications or progquns and

Features

,

1\

Infected Maclotosb Computer
primarily

._April18, 1989

disrupts printing,

but it

can also destroy data files and programs.
NYir usually causes the computer to malfunction or "crash,"
A computer virus is a program
that replicates itself onto other
disks. While many of the programs
are harmless, some viruses are
dangerous and destroy files and
programs.
According
to Computing
News currently 35 known active
microcomputer viruses, with new
viruses aWearing about once a.
month. Many of these are designed
to attack Macintosh computers.
See VIrus p. 7

Citing an extensive academic
and administrative
background,
President Gaudiani announcedMonday in a letter to the college
community
that Dorothy James,
Ph.D., will succeed R. Francis
Johnson as the next dean of the
faculty.
James, formerly dean of the
school of government at American
University, was the unanimous
first choice of the Dean of the Faculty Search Committee,
She will also be designated the
provost of the college, a new position that will officially make her
second in charge after Gaudiani,
president of the college.
"She was obviously the most
qualified candidate," said Jennifer
Perry ,'89, the only student member
on the search committee.
"What
we were looking
for. .. was
both
a scholarly
record ...as well as evidence of

administrative
experience,"
she
said.
Steven Loomls.chairofthe
zoology department and of the search
comminee, echoed Perry, noting
James' "excellent scholarly record
"She basically has a very wellrounded experience," said Loomis.
James, who has a BA from
Barnard College and both a Ph.D.
and an M.A. in Public Law and
Government from Columbia University, referred frequently to both
the college's strong liberal arts
background and its "extraordinary
vision, in an interview with The
Voice.
"Aslcametoknow
moreahout
the vision. the more I was impressed," she said.
James described "the vision"
as "how to maintain the strength of
the liberal arts, and adapt for the
21st century."
"[President Gaudiani] seems a
dynamic leader with a clear senseof
how to move education for the next
It

It

administrative experience." she
said. "Dr. James met those criteria
extremely well."
"She seemed to cherish the
same things
we cherish
as
students ...community, small class
sizes, and teaching," said Perry.
Perry also referred to the new
3:2 teaching schedule, saying, "She
was very sensitive to the balance
between teaching and scholarship."
"She's a definite scholar with

See Dean p. 9
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Student Seeks Donations
to Aid African Village

N.L. Focus

p.9

Horizon Admissions Building

Horizon Admissions
Building to be Dedicated
by Alexandra sUets
News Editor

The new Horizon Admissions building will be dedicated this Friday
in an all-campus ceremony starting at 2 p.m. in Oliva Hall. Alex Krieger,
associate professor of architecture and urban design at the Harvard
Graduate School of Design, will open the ceremonies by giving a lecture.
The commemoration will then move to the sight of the Admissions
building where it will be dedicated and named at a Victorian high tea at
3:30 p.m, at the request of an anonymous donor.
The building honors two retired members of the Connecticut College
faculty, Gertrude Noyes, dean of the college emeritus and professor of
English, and Jeanette Hersey, dean emeritus of admissions.
The first floor's conference room will be named for Noyes who
taught at the school form 1929 to 1%9.
The waiting room will honor Hersey who came to the College in 1%3

Annual Young People's
Art Sbow Opens in
Spiral Gallery

Arts & Leisure p.10
'A Review: New York
Stories, directed by Martin
Scorsese, Francis Ford
Coppola, and Woody Allen

and was named director of admissions in 1977.

Sports

Recipients of Thematic
Housing Announced

p.12

In response to a letterfrom the college
administration concerning
, drug use in
Harkness dormitory and subsequent
Voice article, several students hung the,
'sale' sign on the dorm balcony on
Tuesday, Aprilll.
Tbree will go to ECAC
Championsbips

by

Alexandra Silets
News Editor

For the first time at Connecticut College, students were given
the opportunity to apply to create
their own special thematic housing.
Last Wednesday, the three new
additions to the diverse alternative
housing were announced.

''The interest in the special
housing," said Chris Koutsovitis,
coordinator of residential life and
housing, "was encouraging ...there
were many applications for the new
thematic housing ...we had three
finalists who we thought were very
strong."
Since there were originally
See Housing p. 7
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: VIEWPOINT
The Voice Violates Honor Code Spirit
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fair sysrem by violating confidentiality
on such a large scale.
Paul
Rosenbloom has been tried, convicted.
and publicly ridiculed by the paper's
actions. The Voice has snubbed the
Honor Code.. Should the J-board log be
printed with full names? What sort of
example has The Voice provided?
Raising awareness about harassment
cases is a worthy goal and we encourage
it. However, this could have been just as
effectively achieved withoutpublishing
the names of the participants.
We
theless, a story with names should not - realize The Voice questioned the The
have been printed.
Day about the ethics of printing such an
The Voice has abused its power in article and was given the go-ahead
because the people involved are so
an unusual move to supposedly raise
awareness of sexual harassment and
called "public figures."
expose a "public figure." The Voice
We are all students first, participatchose to elevate a case of outrageous
ing in a small campus community of
personal behavior .to a campus-wide
1600, not professional politicians aclevel. It is doubtful that the story
countable to 30,000 citizens. The stuwould have merited front-page attendent involved is not Gary Hart, seeking
tion. or been printed at all, had differthe responsibility for the security of a
ent parties been involved. There are
nation; The Voice is not the Miami
more appropriate, well established
Herald, a sensationalist journal. The
channels for dealing with incidents of
Voice shows no appreciation of the fact
this sort between students which are
that Paul Rosenbloom is a student who
more fair to all parties involved. Such
has two years left at this institution.
methods are capable of dealing seIn addition. the article was narrow in
verely with Paul Rosenbloom's inexits scope. It made no reference to indicusable conduct. Appropriate disciplividuals who publicly objected to the
nary actions must be taken, but The
printing of the article or at least to holdVoice has bypassed and damaged our
ing-offfor one week. The article quoted

utter to Tlu VDk,,:

The report of harassment on the
front page of last week's issue of The
Voice has done a disservice to our
community and. although there is no
question ilia! The Voice has the legal
right to print what it chooses, the decision lO print this piece shows poor
judgement on the pan of the paper's
edilOrialboard Wearenotallempting
to defend Paul Rosenbloom. We in no
way condone his actions; We believe
he should be duly punished. Never-

10, why!couId

ConneclicutCoDcge, Could there be inore? If
the victims not come forward?
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provided interviews with candidates and their platforms.
However, once it starts making candidate recommendations,
I feel that The Voiceslaff is over-stepping its rounds. Having
been admitted to Connecticut College, one shouJd assunte

that we all have the 'intelligence required to read platforms,
listen to speeches, speak with candidates personally, and
-make informed decisions about who to vote for. We certainly don "tneed twelve journalists to get together and try to
sway what could have been some very close races. As there
article about Rosenbloom shows, The Voiceis clearly unable
to distinguish between the personal feelings of its staff and
the material they should allow to be published.
Paul's realization of this was not just cause for him to
harass the Voice's managing editor, but most people will
also agree that ignoring the Connecticut College Honor Code
by enaging in unfair slander is just as uncalled for. Now that
it's toe late to treat Paul Rosenbloom fairly, perhaps it's The
Voice that sould be taken to I-Board.
I have known Paul Rosenbloom since the beginning of
our freshman year. He is not a particularly close friend yet,
he has continued to impress me with his many contributions
to our college conununity.
I am sure Paul is SPrIY for any
insult caused to Miss Whiting. However, this issue should
have been dealt with vel)' differently.
The inexcuable
personal attack agaisnt him, recently published on the front
page of The Voice, will make it very difficult for him to ever
again win an elected position. No amount of apologies from
the staff of the College Voice will ever make up for what is
now our loss. I certainly hope that all involved will hang their
heads in shame and that in the future they will learn to a avoid
such blatant disrespect for the Honor code, and such ovbvious disregard for human rights.
Sincerely, JUlian F. Avery, '91

The Voice Responds to Harassment Article Critcism

Advet1f.ing Director
Managing

I

This brings me to my second poinl
The "Special
Election Issue" could be a vel)' helpful guide, if it simply

Reyna..Mastrosimone

Operations Director

...-..n..-....t..-ndioolo

I have never been so appalled as I was after reading last
week'So front page article about Paul Rosenbloom.
My
horror stems not from Paul's actions, as your managing
editor may hope, but from the ridiculous and destructive
power that editors of The Voice have inaPPropriately used in
the last two issues.
First of all, being a rape crisis counselor, I certainly do
not encourage the harassment of women. However, I can tell
you that to hear unflattering statements coming out of the
mouths of intoxicated males is a fairly regular occurence all
over campus, as are minor acts of vandalism. Yet, for some
reason, this is the first time, outside of the I-Board and
Campus Safety logs, that it's been put into print. Does The
Voice only serve as a weapon to protect the egos of its pre.
cious staff, or is it that other students choose to address situations like this in an appropriate manner by going to their
House Councils?
After all, most of us remeber being
reminded of the Honor Code by I-Board at matriculation.
Perhaps form now on, incoming freshmen should also receive threats of slander by the College Voice.
In your recent election Jsue, your editortial st~f
strongly supported student rights as provided in the Honor
Code, Yet, ironically inlast week's issue, you used the front
page to slander and ruin the reputation of a person whom you
fully realize was never given the privilige of a Howe Council or a I-Board trial. Therefore The Voice has quite con~
spicuously undermined the effecti veness of the same Honor
Cooe it so el<XJ.uentlyendorsed in the "Special Election issue."

ANQSUProRTc

Pbotography

~~_

Letter to Thr Voice:

a

JOanna Pinsker

Sam Bottum
N. Jansen Calamlta
Aonemarle DeLuca
Stephen Frieder
Larry Friedman
Kim Kress
Jamie Lenfestey
Cheron Morris

Voice Article Undermine's Student Rights'

Ooly one case of date rape lias been reported'in the last
~yearsat

people out of context and skewed
their true statements.
For example,
both Bottum and Lenfestey's comments were cut off short; they Went
on to object to the printing of the
article and clearly expressed their
opposition
to candidate
endorsements in a single newspaper.
The Voice has shown little understanding of our community. In its attempt to be timely and newsworthy,
The Voice has reduced itself to tabloid journalism.
It has committed a
grave error by publishing this story
and aggravating
an already tense
situation in Lambdin in addition to
violating the spirit of the Honor
Code. The Voice has set a dangerous
precedent which should not be repeated .

f

.....uir.aicD.

Opinl<llo
do_
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thecommunity:

According to Section III of the
C book, a case involving sexual
harassment is heard by the Dean's
GrievanceCommittee
not the Judiciary Board. Therefore the Judiciary Board's rules governing confidentiality do not pertain in this instance. Furthermore, because Connecticut College has no fmn policy.
governing sexual harassment, the
"proper" channels are, as of yet,
undefined.
That there may have been individuals who objected to the article
being printed, or who wished 10

delay the story is irrelevant

These

comments have no bearing on the
focus of the article:
the incident
which occurred in Lambdin on
April 5th.

As for the "Election Issue" and
the recommendations
made
therein, they are just that recommendations. An endorsement carries with it the full backing of a
given candidate. A recommendation, however, is merely a suggestion which is to be used by the
student body as as ilid in making
their own decision.

The Voice' has acted out of
respect to the college community.
The student body has a legitimate
right to know the actions, good or
bad, of its elected officials. When
such information
is withheld
it
makes a mockery of the entire student
representative
process .
Though one person may face indicbnent for belligerent
or malicious behavior, it is for the benefit
for 1600 individuals

whose

con-

cerns must also be acknowledged.

,
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Alcohol Policy Committee is

For the Students.~
Will CONN go dry? Every year
rumors circulate about the possibility of the
campus gradually going dry. The Alcohol
Policy and Recommendations
Committee
(APRC) would like to dispel some of the
popular misconceptions about the alcohol
situation at CONN and clarify what we do
and why. This committee was established
when the legal drinking age in Connecticut
was raised to 21. As approximately 3/4 of the
student body was under 21. a need arose for
guidelines which would protect the interest
of the community. It has become the charge
of the committee not only to protect the
individual safety of each student, but the liability of all students and the college community as a whole. As a committee we believe
that it is equally important to address both of

these issues.
As a policy making body, we must
deal with realities and work within the constraints that these realities place upon us.
The first reality is that under -age people are
going to drink on a college campus regardless of state law. Second. and more important is that under-age drinking is not only illegal. but there are serious liability concerns
when any person chooses to consume alcohol on this campus. The APRC recognizes
these facts and therefore will create policies
which promote a responsible atmosphere for
the consumption of alcohol. Please keep in
lIlind that these policies are created in an effort to a tragedy. There have been accidents

at CONN involving under-age irresponsible
drinking and the committee is striving to
prevent tragedies such as those that fellow
institutions have experienced.
Would we
rather have students consuming excessively
behind closed doors or keep them in the
mainstream where we can protect their interests? It is this issue that the Alcohol Policy
and Recommendations Committee must
struggle with each week.
Irresponsible
behavior has been. in part. a result of failure
to realize the consequences that might ensue.
Most of the members of the community do

Abortion

:

not realize their own liability and the jeopardy in which they place themselves and
others when the rules are not followed. We
would rather promote a mutually beneficial
educational atmosphere rather than send
every person under the legal age to jail.
Many view the policies regarding
private functions. bartenders, and advertising
stamps as extreme. trivial or freedom limiting. The alternative of those who believe this
is to not have the privilege of alcohol at all.
Perhaps afterreading this it will become more
evident why a policy such
the advertising
stamp was deemed necessary. Advertising an
event in such a way that alcohol appears as the
main attraction poses a liability concern. The
liability arises because the advertising is
concrete evidence that can be used in court to
show that irresponsible consumption was DCcuring. Unfortunately, what many students
don't realize is that each student who spon-

as

sors an event where alcohol is served. is rep
sponsible for actions of all the people who
consume alcohol at their party. The advertising stamp, therefore, is an attempt to increase
responsibility and decrease liability.
The
stamp states a fact It is a uniform guideline
that prevents personal embellishments of the
stamp that could be construed as irresponsible. Students seem to take the attitude that
these policies hinder, rather than assist, when
the opposite is true.
We hope that students will begin to
see that the efforts of this committee are proactive and that we need the cooperation of the
entire community to implement our recommendations. The committee can only establish the guidelines.
We as a community
should accept the responsibility of acknowledging and adhering to these policies so that
we can preserve the privilege ~o drink and
prevent an unnecessary tragedy.
Tamsen Bales '89, Ann McGuire
and the

'89

The Alcohol Policy and Recommendations Committee

~
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Working Girl

The more I think about the movie, Working Girl , the more I am angered and frustrated. Its message is sexist, stereotypical
and degrading to women. It is:
Either
become a successful professional career
woman by being aggressive and bitchy, or
become a stereotypical secretary and win
your man. Maybe you'll even get a lucky
break and gain control of the corporation.
Consider the character of Tess, portrayed
by Melanie Griffith. She is the heroine of the
film and she is the stereotyipical female
secretary.
She speaks in an annoying,
squeaky tone, reads the personal columns,

chewing, nail-filing secretary. This circumstance would suggest that business women
are unable to control and run companies
without help from others.
The most distressing feature of the movie
is the two women's relationships with Harrison Ford's charatcer, Jack. The business
women act sexually aggressive, evil and manipulative. They come-on strong to Jack and
intimidate him. This would imply that successful business women are sexually agressive and fail in relationships with men, also
that it is wrong for women to be sexually
aggressive.

and is overly concerned with her nails and
hair. She has died yellow hair, glazed with
enough hairspray for the whole office. Sbe
appears in short skirts and tow-cut dresses.
At times 1 wondered if the movie wasn't
about Melanie Griffith's legs. Why else do
they have the under-the-table angle of the
boardroom scene at the end of the movie?
Tess is sexy, sweet and naive, with limited
intelligence.
This is the character that the
American public is expected to root for in the
film.
Sigourney Weaver portrays Katherine,
the tough and competitive woman (I certainly wouldn't call her a girl), and the "villain."
Katherine is short-tempered
and
domineering.
It is illogical that this wel/dressed business woman would want steal
ideas about the company from her gum-

Tess, on the other hand, fulfills her role as
a passive female. For example, she is unable
to take care of herself after she mixes Valium
with alcohol. The strong and domineering
Jack must cany her to bed I was honifJed
rhal this was the clip they used during the
Academy Awards Presentation.
I am extremely distressed that this movie received
the Academy's nomination.
The stereotypes which the movie contains can send a damaging message to
women who are devoted, or aspiring to. careers. I hope its audiences will reconsider
what the movie was about and see how dan-

gerous a simple movie can be.

by Stephanie Lutz, '92

Misunderstandings Are Reflected In Their Demonstration Tactics

On Sunday, April 9th nearly 600,000 people
marched in support of women's rights. particularly the right
of choice concerning abortion. As I took part in the day's
activities, I noticed all sorts of people: young. old, intellectual, emotional, etc. There was a greater diversity amongst
the pro-choice marchers than there was amongst the socalled "pro-life" counter-demonstrators;
most of the "prolifers" were men, old people, women with families, or other
people who have no fear of pregnancy. There were some
people, however. who should never have been there at all:
children.
It has long been a tactic of the "pro-lifers" to use
children as a tool for their emotional propaganda. The implication is that the abortion of a clump of cells a few weeks old
is somehow the equivalent of the murder of a five year old
human being. To my surprise, however, a few of my fellow
pro-choicers also brought their children along. While some
of them probably couldn't find a baby-sitter, since most 16
to 24 year old women in the area were at the march, many of
them were apparently trying to demonstrate that even godless heathen liberals can love children. While that is a valid
point, I was disgusted to see the very people who were advocating choice denying their children that option.
A demonstration is supposed to be an assembly of
individuals who have willingly joined in order to collectively voice their opinions. It bothers me to see children,
many of whom probably don't even know what sex is, wear-

~

ing buttons expressing an attitude about a political issue. I
expected this tactic from the "pro-lifers," who wouldn't even
allow an adult woman to have authority over her own body,
let alone give a child the opportunity to develop individual
opinions. I sincerely hoped, however, that my supposedly
more rational allies would never stoop to that level.
Now, I realize that it is impossible to raise a child in
an environment in which he or she formulates all opinions
completely objectively, but having a child take part in a demonstration isn't even a method of education (I'm sure Alan
Cranston's speech was deeply meaningful for the I to 8 year
old crowd.) In fact, the children did not know why they were
there. At the very most, they knew they were there to show
the world that they were pro-choicers, but one has to wonder
if they had any idea what a pro-choicer was.
Perhaps my gripe is too much a matter of principle.
Perhaps it is so important to keep abortion safe and legal that
sleazy tactics such as the exploitation of children is justified.
I contend, however, that the person who forces a child to
advocate an opinion that it can not possibly understand, does
not him/herself understand the concept of choice. Choice is
so very important because it is what distinguishes a human
being as an individual.
Humanity is choice-- without the
right and ability of a person to make his/her own decisions,
that person is little more than a sheepish drone of a higher
power. While society must prevent individuals from "choosing" to go on killing sprees or other such Sunday afternoon

activities, the individual alone must have supreme authority
over his/her own body and mind.
Some "pro-lifers" could try to use this argument to
suggest that an embryo should be allowed these rights, but the
fact that an embryo can not possibly live outside the womb
proves that an embryo is not an individual (indeed, it is not
even an actual human being.) On the other hand, some child
exploiters could argue that since a child is not old enough to
make its own decisions. the parent has every right to bring the
child to a march. While it is inevitable, however, that a parent must guide a child in decision making, the point of a demonstration is that the demonstrators are the by their own
accord. What would be the point of forcing slaves to march
in protest? What about robots? In effect, that was what these
children were reduced to. Not only did they "not count" as
marchers, but they detracted from a very noble cause.
The April 9th march was a once in a lifetime experience. The energy generated by 600,000 determined people
was inspiring. The goal was just and pertinent It would be
terribly unfortunate, however, if some people forgot that the
notion of choice applies to more aspects oflife than abortion.
and in the process, reduced their own children to a zom bi-like
status for so much as a single day.
by John Maggiot'e, '91
A RegUlar CONNTHOUGHT Contributor
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Student Asks for Donations to Help African Village

~

will soon be expected to contribute
financially to the education of their
children as the government cuts
back funding.
Hills says that in the past education was supposed to be free for
every student The government
greatly wants to push Kenya forward into the sphere of more developed countries and has therefore
always made education one of its
primary goals. However, the
amountof school-aged children has
already outgrown existing educational programs, and with the fastest percentage population growth

in Africa. the government is unable
to keep up.
Without educated people,
an internship organized through the
Kenya will never develop. Whatby Llyla Winston
Thurm Development Association.
Contributing Editor
Her primary task was to access the ever has been done in the past is
problems and difficulties that exist now not enough. The country is
In many ways one could con- in the educational facilities in sub- only 59% literate, and with a reducsider the people ofThurra as lucky. location of Thurra. Based on these tion in the already far from ample
They live at the eastern base of Mt
findings Hills was to draw up rec- support from the government this
Kenya in the Meru province, one of ommendations as to where im- figure is likely to worsen, especially in sub-locations like Thurm.
the most lush agricultural spots in provements are most needed.
Physically, most schools in
Africa. Their lives and homes are
"[The fact is that] so much
Thurra
are ramshackle structures
open even to strangers in a rural so- improvement is needed it is hard to
with
dirt
Floors, no windows, one
ciety which remains unaffected by know where to begin," said Hills.
door
and
leaks
in the ceiling, among
the atmosphere of crime and in- According to her, Thurm may be
other problems. They can barely
tense competition that exists in lush, but the people live at subsisurban centers like Nairobi.
tence level, They exist on what they handle the existing number of students in a society where the populaBut, as Connecticut College grow, and even if the mild climate
student leRny Hills, '90, discov- provides them with good crops they tion continues to grow at a rate of
ered during her semester abroad in must sell whatever surplus to buy 3.9% a year; already a single
teacher attempts to teach as many as
Kenya. existence in Thurm is far necessities they cannot produce
from idyllic.
themselves, such as kerosene. In 30-50 students at a time.
And while me government
Asjusta partofherAfrican ex- this society where people barely
places education as a high priority,
perience, Hills
nt four weeks on have enough to get by, the people
School building In Thurra

To all Connecticut College students:
Do you ever stop tnretlect on why you chose to attend Connecticut College? Whatever your
reasons, thousands of students right at this moment are trying to make the fateful decision of
where to attend college. We as a campus community have the opportunity to encourage many
prospective freshman to attend Connecticut College.
The Admissions Office will be holding Introductory Days for accepted freshmen on April
17 & 24. As a graduate of CONN and a employee of the Admissions Office, I ask that you join
us in welcoming the many students who will attend our Introductory Days. You can assist us by
taking students to lunch, conducting a campus tour, speaking to students at the Student
Activilies Fair beld in Cro at 11:30·12:30 botb days, or by simply offering encouraging words
or advice to any accepted student in search of answers.
Iryou're interested in taking an active role in assisting the Admissions Office on these days,
please call 447 . 7511.

Thank You,
Martha Merrill

the people themselves have no such
luxury. This year the rains were
poor and the crops were bad, and
the people have nothing left to
contribute even if they wanted to do
so.
Money is such a problem that
there are five or more students per
book within the classroom itself
and virtually no study materials
with which to practice at home.
Students have little reason to be
motivated in such conditions.
"Money is such a problem
children don't have the materials to
study well," says Hills. "They don 't
do well on their KPCE (Kenyan
Primary Certification Examination] which is necessary to get into
secondary schools. They justaren 't
learning. Education of the children
in this country is the answer to the
future development and welfare of
the Kenyan people. Without it
Kenya will not progress."
Hills has written a report
which accesses the problems and
difficulties as well as the positive
aspects of the educational situation.
The chairman of the development
association will use this report to
help with fund raising for his home
community. However, even with
his extreme dedication, this is no
easy task.
Chairman A. Kiogora is himself from Thurra. though he works

easy. There are many worth y
causes in Africa which need attention and funds, and he expects lillie
from major corporations whose
main focuses usually address larger
issues than the education in a single
sub-location.
But the fact is that every lillie
bit helps no matter how small it may
seem. One dollar is another step to
change in the form of a book or a
repair. Hills believes that students
at Connecticut College can help.
"We could form a Connecticut
College-Thurra Link," says Hills.
"If each student would just donate a
dollar or two the overall effect we
could have [on the education] in the
province would be amazing."
The money will be collected
personally by Hills in the weeks to
come. She will go door to door in
dorms asking for donations to the
Connecticut College-Thurra Link.
The money will be wired directly to
Chairman A. Kiogora in one lump
sum, so checks will have to be made
out directly to Hills in order that she
can make a single international
transfer payment from herself to the
Thurra Development Association.
Unlike other donations made
to charities, donors will have the
satisfaction of knowing directly
where their money is going. They
can stay in touch with Hills, who
will be receiving progress reports
from Thurra, and they can receive

out of Nairobi. His Jink with his

the personal satisfaction

community is part of his culture.
He realizes that getting help isn't

how their donations are affecting
other's lives.
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Q.lfI get a negative test result for
HIY infection, what exactly does this
mean?
A.ltmaymeanoneoftwothings:
(1) You have not been infected with the
Human Immunodeficiency
Virus
("AIDS Virus") and therefore have not
produced antibodies to it, OR (2) You
have been infected by the virus, but
your body has not begun to develop

antibodies. Nonna11y, it takes form 6 to
12 weeks after exposure before your
body begins to produce antibodies to
HIV. However. it may take as long as 6
months for antibodies to develop in a
very small percentage of the population. If you have engaged in some high
-risk behavior, it is advisable to wait
about 4 months before being tested, to
assure a meaningful result. It is important tc bear in mind that a negative test
result does not indicate immunity to
HIV infection. One must continue to
avoid high-risk behavior.
Q. I like to think of myself as a
fairly open-minded person. I have several friends who are gay, and I enjoy
their company. My question is, can you
get AIDS from a gay friend or coworker?
A. HIV is absolutely not transmitted through casual, non-sexual contact.
After almost ten years of experience no
cases of AIDS have developed among
casual friends or co-workers of-AIDS
patients. There is no evidence that
being around someone with AIDS.
even for an extended period of time,
puts you at risk for AIDS.
Send all questions to:
Ken Willett
New London AIDS Educational,
Counseling and Testing Service

120Broad Street
New London, cr 06320
Editor's Note: This is the third
installment of an ongoing series. Ken
Willett coieas these questions from
colleges throughout the state.
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OSC Plans" Seminar On Survival"
by Beth Salamone
Features Editor

"Seminar

On

Survival"

[S.O.S] is a program co-sponsored
by the Office of Career Services
and the Alumni Office. The program is designed to help seniors
acclimate themselves in a new city
after graduating.
Cathy Leuiken, Acting Director of the Office of Career Services,
said, "S.O.S. gives students the
opportunity to get first-hand information on getting out into the real
world." Though the program is directed at seniors, it is open to the
entire student body. It will be held
on Tuesday, Apri118,at6:30 PM in
the Ernst Commons room.
Betsy James, Director of Career Services for Alumni, said, "the
object is to give seniors the information they need to know when
they move to a new city."

The program is different than
career panels in that the speakers
will address more personal topics
ratherthan "how to findajob." The
topics will include housing, entertainment, and money management.
Essentially, it is a program on how
to succeed on your own in an unfamiliar city.

There will be four guest speakers, all recent graduates, each working in a different city.
Leyman Skinner, '86, is the
AssistantDirectorof Admissions at
Wheelock College in Boston.
Marc Manser, '87, is an executive assistant for an art dealer at
Somnambule et CIE in NYc.
Thorn Pozen, '88, is a legislative assistant in Washington D.C ..
Francesca Sornrnariva, '88, is
a programmer/analyst with Aetna
Life and Casualty in Hartford,
Connecticut.
Paul Rogers, '85, a Imancial
planner, will be speaking in addition to the panel members. He will
give advice on money management.
The Alumni Association has
written to various Chambers of
Commerce to provide literature for
those cities which could not be
represented by a Connecticut College alum. San Francisco, Philadelphia, and Atlanta are among the
many cities on which literature will
be available.
The "Seminar On Survival"

began six years ago and each year it
is designed by the results of a questionnaire which the Alumni office
sends to the four most recent gradu-

ated classes. "It is obvious that this
is one of those opportunities every
senior should take advantage of,
and it is most important to make
people aware of this program and
how it can help," said Andy Wang,
'89, a career assistant in OCS.
The questionnaire addresses
very specific concerns which new
arrivals to a city may have the
Alumni Office and the OCS have
these questionnaires sorted by geographic location and occupational
field. The books containing the
questionnaires are intended for
networking use. Information on
Alumni clubs in various cities can
also be found in these offices.
These books will be available
at the "Seminar On Survival" program on April 18. "S.O.S. should
be a networking venture; theoretically you can leave the program
with a list of alums working in your
preferred city who are willing to
help," said Wang, '89.
Staff members of the Office of
Career Services said they expect it
to be a successful program. However, in order to take advantage of
it, students must attend the seminar.
As Betsy James said, "It's a two
way street. Alumni can only help
you if you let them ...
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'It's a two
way street.
Alumni can
only help if
you let
them. r
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Betsy James,

oes Administrator

Psi Chi Conference at the College
by NeU Pergament
The College Voice

April 22, the Connecticut College Chapter of Psi Chi, the National Honor Society in Psychology, is sponsoring the first annual
Psychology Department Conference.
The conference will be held in Frederich Bill Hall from 9 a.m. to
6p.m.
Dr. Florence Denmark, Ph. D, professor of psychology at Pace
University and current president-electof the Council of Psychology,
will deliver the keynote address. Her topic will be "Gender Myths".
Research by Connecticut College professors and students will
be presented in various paper sessions, panels, and discussion groups.
Jill Avery, '91, a Psi Chi member and its Public Relations
Director, said, "By inviting 43 colleges and universities we hope to
improve \he relations between Psi Chi chapters and psychology departments between the schools."

Eclipse Weekend:

"With Education, Every Door Is An Opportunity"
by Stephanie Lutz
The College Voice

The fourteenth annual Eclipse
Weekend, was celebrated from
Thursday, April 6 through Sunday,
April 9. Eclipse Weekend is a celebration of African-American and
Hispanic culture. The event is
sponsored
by Connecticut
College's Umoja and Unity House
along with Genesis, the minority
student organization from the
Coast Guard Academy.
The opening ceremonies were
held at the Coast Guard Academy,
featuring Dr. R. Eileen Baccus
from Thames Valley technical
school as the guest speaker. Eclipse

Weekend was made up of fourteen
events including a talent show, a
soul food dinner, films, discussions
and lectures.
When the Eclipse Weekend
began fourteen years ago, it was the
only celebration of black culture
that occurred at Connecticut College.
This year, twenty-eight
alumni came for the weekend,
some bringing spouses with them.
All of the accepted black and
Hispanic students from the class of
1993 were invited to participate in
the weekend. According to Hodge,
this year ten of these students participated, an increase from last year
when five or six students attended.
Grissel Hodge, the director of

CAMPUS

Unity House, said she was very
pleased with the weekend. "The
tumout was wonderful and there
was support and participation not
only of the black students, but of all
Connecticut College students. "
Hodge sais she did not feel she was
exclusively responsible for the
success of the weekend. "Students
put in a lot of hours and hard work
and that is what made it a success."
Phil Dawson, \he president of Urnoja, was equally pleased
and said he thought the weekend
went "exceptionally
well."
Dawson also said that "the quality
of the keynote speaker far exceeded
his[Dawson's] expectations." Dr.
Jawanza Ku iuf . the ke note

'The turnout was •
."
wonderful and there ~

wassupportandpanici- ~
•

..

lack students, but of all ~
onnecticut College "tudents. '
speaker, is an African American
Images consultant in Chicago.
During his remarks, Kunjufu said he wants to .irnprove the
status and image of African-Ameri:
cans.
Kunjufu said he believes politicians can spend money on education programs which have been
proven to work. Kunjufu thinks

CAMPUS PIZZA

SPIRIT SHOPPE
We keep your spirits alive
Domestic & Imported Beers
Fine Wines & Liquors Daily Numbers
CLOSE CONVENIENT LOCATION
469 WILLIAM STREET
(JUST DOWN THE HILL) 443-6371

u

ation not only of the ~

Full menu, fast friendly service
Right to your door.
467 Williams St
Call 443-1933
FREE DELIVERY

that politicians know this is ihe
answer but don't want to educate
blacks.
"A year of Headstart costs the
government $2,300 per person, a
year in prison costs the government
up to $38,000 and prison doesn't
work. Maybe they would rather
incarcerate than educate black
males."
Dawson thought the talent
show was also a big success. Dana
Hall was almost filled to its capacity. Hodge commented that, "there
was a lot of original talent displayed. "
The weekend wasn't only
a celebration. It was intended to
raise consciousness of the importance of educating black and Hispanic youth. In recent years there
has been a decline in the number of
black and Hispanics completing
high school and college. The theme
of the weekend was, "With education, every door is an opportunity".
At one point Dr. Kunjufu
asked all the black males in the
audience to stand and be applauded. "Two blacks shoot each
other and it is on the front page, a
hundred males meet to discuss
improving themselves and their
race and no one cares."
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Saul Bellow to Speak at College Writing Symposium

numerous other awards include the
Croix de Chevalier des Arts and
Lettres in 1968, the highest literary
distinction France awards to foreigners.

that will happen every year for as
long as Connecticut [College] exists," said Boyd. ''The topic chosen
is broad enough to talk ahout for-

o Bellow will speak at the founding
~of the Symposium on Writing and
Moral Vision. TheSymposium was
endowed
by Mr. and Mrs.
Klagsbrun in memory of their son,
Daniel, of the class of '86.
Bellow is the only living
American recipient of the Nobel
Prize for literature, which he reo
ceived in 1976 for his novel
Humbolt's Gif: Bellow is the flrst
American to receive the International Literary Prize, which he won
in 1965 for his novel Herzog. His

Bellow volunteered to speak at
Connecticut College when he
learned of the Klagsbruns'
gift
from his attorney, Daniel's uncle.
Connecticut College Writerin-Residence Blanche Boyd is directing the Symposium, the first of
which will rake place in September
of 1989. Boyd stresses the importance of the Symposiums for Connecticut College.
"The Symposium is something

I

The Symposium was
endowed by Mr. and
Mrs. Klagasbrun
in
memory of their son,
Daniel, class of 1986.

ever, and each year, a specific angle
willbediscussed. It'saveryspecial
gift."

English

minor

Stephanie

Muller, '89, agrees. "It's very
moving that his parents are doing
this," said Muller. "It would be
impossible for us to get someone
like this. Ordinarily, we couldn't
afford it. I've been telling everyone
to go, he's a brilliant writer."

glad to know he will go on this way,
it somehow affirms Daniel's life
and his nature."
Nicky Dolin, '86,
a close
friend of Klagsbrun's, sent out a
letter to the classes of'85, '86, and
'87, inviting them to attend the
founding. In the letter, he recalls
Klagbrun's
"unmistakable moral
strength, " and asks that the founding be a time " not only to commemorate Danny's life, but to contemplate the moral character of our

Helen Reeve, Chair of the
Russian department, once had
Klagsbrun in her literature class.
She is going to see Bellow "for
Daniel."
"I remember him as a fine,
perceptive reader, and a good deep
thinker," said Reeve. "He had a
clarity of mind, a warmth in his
thinking of fiction. Ifelt a personal
loss when I read of his death. I'm

own ."
Klagsbrun died last January in
New York City, attempting to
break up a fight. It was one day
after his 24th birthday.

"ROW I MADE 818,000
FaR COLLEGE
BY- WORKING WEEKENDS."
As soon as I finished Advanced
Training, the Guard gave me a cash
bonus of $2,000. I'm also getting
another $5,000 for tuition and books,
thanks to the New GI Bill.
Not to mention my monthly Army

Guard paychecks. They'll add up to
more than $11,000 over the six years
I'm in the Guard.
And if Itake out a college loan, the
Guard will help me pay it back-up to
$1,500 a year, plus interest.'
It all adds up to $18,000-or more
-for college for Just a little of my time.
And that's a heck of a better deal than
any car wash will give you.
THE GUARD CAN HELP PUT
YOU THROUGH COLLEGE, TOO.
SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER
FOR DETAILS, CALL TOLL-FREE
800-638-7600,* OR MAIL THIS
COUPON.

When my friends and Igraduated
from high school, we all took part-time
jobs to pay for college.
They ended up in car washes and
hamburger joints, putting in long hours
01985 United States Government as represented by the Secretary of Defense.
for little pay.
Not me. My job takes just one
r--------------------,
I MAIL TO: Army National Guard, P.O. Box 6000, Clifton, Nj 07015 I
weekend a month and two weeks a year.
I
Yet, I'm earning $18,000 for college.
I
Because I joined my local Army
I
National Guard.
I
They're the people who help our
II
state during emergencies like hurriI
canes and floods. They're also an
I
important part of our country's military
LiJ.l.J.lo.I.I'~ _ I
I
defense.
I
So, since I'm helping them do such
NaIiDnaI Guard I
an important job, they're helping me
...... -..."'"'I'OUOO" ....,-..""""""'OOC\.lP'lG":UOSOCU".C\.RTY...-.
I
L ~:='g'.:.~~~'~:O~=~..-~
A1CLJC17049NP
J
make it through school. ------------------~~"In Hawaii: 737-5255; Puerto Rico: 721-4550; Guam: 477-9957; Virgin Islands
<St. Croix): 773-6438: New Jersey: 800-452-5794.
In Alaska, consult your local
phone directory.
All rights reserved.
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only two houses 10 be assigned, Koutsovitis and the
housing committee decided to designate the first floor
of Harknes'\,. as a "special theme wing".
Harkness first floor has been designated as the
C.O.O.LJGoihg Beyond Your Major wing. The group
of seven students will form a Connecticut College
branch of C.O.O.L., (Community Outreach Opportunity League.) By living together, they will be able to
more fully concentrate their efforts towards the community. "It is our goal to take [our] interests ...into the
community in an attempt to cross the barriers in our
academic areas and to benefit the community as a
whole," said the group's mission statement.

.~
~
•

North Cottage, previously an alternative housing
for students who wanted a "different living experience" according to current housefellow Warren Cohen, '89, has been named the Creative Arts House. It
intends to integrate different torms of'art such as dance,
music, story telling and theater. It will serve as an an
cultural center on campus where both students and
visiting artists can enjoy practicing, performing, and
working with other artists,
Blair Loughrey, '90, house manager of the Creative Arts House, stresses the diversity of the house.
"The
house
has
people from different
ere
a t i v e
backrounds
... [the
. house] centralizes all
of
our
creative
forces."
Culminating

~
v
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Turlya Manbelmer and Kimberly Fosler
andnonh.earingcommunities."
Theyplantoholddeaf/
hearing mixers as well as open the house to the Sign
Language club's activities in addition 10volunteering
and storytelling for the surrounding community.
Turiya Manheimer, '91, house manager of the
Sign Language House, is very enthusiastic about next
year. "We are all really excited about it...we're dedicared to our ideas." Manheimer stressed that the Sign
Language Club and House will work with the cornmunity. "We want to do some interpreting for the
community ...and for people who are interested in

'The Creative Arts House has people
from different creative backrounds ...(the house] centralizes all of
our creative forces.'
__ Blair Loughrey, '90

learning, we'll tutor
next year."
The group hopes
to sponsor "Club Sunday" every week at 130
Mohegan Ave.where
they wilJ "integrate

a

year of living and working together, the bouse plans 10
perform an all-campus montage of their talents second
semester. "We will incorporate all of the talents, an,
dance, photography, music, theater, and visual arts into
a performance ...either live or a movie," said Loughrey.
The house at 130 Mohegan Avenuehas been selected as the Sign Language House. The three members
of the house plan 10 "bridge the gap between hearing

house activites with club activities." said Manheimer.
Besides the three new themes, Koutsovitis
stressed that Blackstone, the quiet dorm, also "represents a theme". Overall interest in special alternative
housing has increased tremendously, according to
Koutsovitis. "Applications for Knowlton were up by
twenty, and there were sixty applicants for thirty two
singles in Blackstone ...this is a first,' he said.

Campus Macintosh Computers Infected
Connnued from p-l

.

Assistance in checking a disk for viruses and free software to protect against future infestations is available

at both of the Academic Computing Centers.
"We've had things under control," said Lyon-Blomstedt.
"I think what we need to tell people is that they can't stop worrying about it [the viruse]," she said. "If there's
any possibility

[of a virus], please

ask a monitor to check it."

"I think
that taking it
to I-Board
would
only
ask that his
friends support him and
stat;! harassing
me."
Whiting
stated .
.. You
should really

The complaint is referred to the Dean's Advi-.
sory Committee on Student
Grievances, which issues a
report to the Dean summarizing its findings and
recommendations.

offer the ... victim the route they feel
most comfortable with," said N.
Jansen Calamita,
'90, I-Board
chairman,
"My concern primarily is does
the situation resolve itself satisfactorily," he stated when asked if he
thought the case should have gone
directly to J-Board.
According
to the college
Handbook, a written complaint
must be submitted to the Dean of
the College, describing the complaint and indicating what resolution is sought. The complaint is
referred to the Dean's Advisory
Committee on Student Grievances,
which issues a report 10 the Dean

tion resuhs,
and
Rooenbloom's
defeat
to
candidate
Bet
s Y
Grenier, '91,

current
member of
the Student
Activities
Council
(SAC) Ex-

ecutive Board.
Whiting was senior managing
editor ofTbe College Voice during
the campaign period, and was a
voting member in the newspaper's
candidate recommendation
process, which endorsed Grenier.
"Paul.. .was blaming his loss on
the
fact
that
The
Voice ...recommended
his opponent Betsy," stated witness Todd
Barringer. ~ I.
Rosenbloom allegedly spit at
Whiting, and later spit on the door
of her room, kicked a volleyball
against it, dumped cereal and
shreded papers in front of the door,
See Harassment

Clarification
In last week's SOAR election story it was stated that the club was
sponsoring the Minority's Scholars Conference. Rather, Dean
Hampton's office is sponsoring "The Minority Family 'Experience"
with SOAR acting in a "supponing role," according 10 Sue Howson,

The short story "The Black Hand Girl," by Blanche Boyd, writer-in-residence,

was selected for

The Best American Short Stories of 1989, due out this fall. The piece was originally published by
The Village Voice Literary Supplement in March 1988 .

'90, president elect of SOAR.

...

.

Jobn Coats, assistant professor of government, has published a collection of ten essays as a
through Associated University Presses. Coats has
also completed a monolith entitled "American Democracy and the Punitive UseofForce" for the U.S.

book, The Activity of Politics andRelatedEssays,
Institute of Peace in Washington

Session 1Session nJune S to July 7 July 10 to August 11
Information, catalog, and application:

Bransleis University Summer School
P,O. Box 9110
MA 02254-9110
(617)736-3424

~
011
ft

D.C.

Alix Deguise, coordinator of women's studies and associate professor of French and Italian,
gave a paper entitled" A Frenchwoman's View of SwilZerland: 1& voyage en Suisse de Madame
RQ!and (1787)" as pan of an interdisciplinary colloquium on 18th century SwilZerlandattheannual
meeting of the American society for Eighteenth-Century
Studies on April in New Orleans. Madame
Roland was a heroine of the French Revolution who died on the guillotine in 1793.
Stuart Vyse, assistant professor of psychology, presented" Adopting a viewpoint: Thepsychology major and psychological theory" at the meeting of the Eastern Psychological Association in
BoslOn.

Waltham,

Facility Notn CompiJ~ by JQJ:qlU/iM SOleropouJos
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Fred Paxton, professor of history, spate to the Connecticut College campus about Nuclear Awareness. His April IIlecture was one
in tile Ground Zero Week series
sponsored by S.N.A.P., student
nuclear awareness project.
Nuclear issues have become
an important topic at Connecticut
College.
For the first time, the
philosophy
departrnent will be
teaching a new course with awareness as its subject. Jen Peace, '89,
a S.N.A.P. member is enthusiastic
about the course, "there's a lot of

Fred Paxton, prot....,r of history

new literature on the subject."
Peace added that "although
Professor Paxton isn 'I teaching the
course, he has presented the moral
dilemma in the nuclear age. [He 1 is
very good al stimulating conversation,"
(

Administration Sponsors
Divestment Educational Series
On May 4, the Connecticut College policy of divestment in South
Africa will be reviewed. In a move lO educate /he campus as much
as possible, Claire Gaudiani, president of the college, in conjuetion
with UMOJA, the African-American cultural club, is sponsoring a
Divestment Educational Series.
On Wednesday April 19, there will be a Iilm depicting different
aspects of life in South Africa under the aparthied government.
Following the film, Joe ThIoloe, a black South African journalist.
will lead a discussion.

Five Win JET Fellowships
Five Connecticut College students were awarded teaching fellowships through the Japan Exchange and Teaching Program (JET)
for 1989-90. The JET program is administered by the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs in Tokyo. Currently four alumni are completing their
JET appointments.
The recipients of the fellowships are Jesse Casman, '89, John
Hughes, '88, Carroll Kaneta, '89, Sheila Leniart, '89, and Jonathan
Small, '89.

Introductory Days for Class of '93
College introductory days for incomming freshman will beheld
Monday, April 17 and 24. Prospective students will attend classes
and special events, and will tour the campus.
Students will be adressed by Claire Matthews, dean of admissions, Sam Bonum, president of the Student Government Association (SGA), and Claire Gaudiani, president of the college during
opening remarks. Later in the day, a special Student Activities Fair
will be beld in the Crozier-Williams Student Center.

Lecture on Campus Race Crisis
Robert Anson will deliver a lecture "Beyond Civil Rights: The
Race Crisis Comes to Campus," on April 26. Anson is the author of
Best Imentions: The Education And Killing of Edmund Perry. The
lecture will be held at 8 pm in Ernst Common Room, and is free and
open to the public.

FlntlL Class

Ring Sale

I'1ppil 26 6 27 Crozier
10 am - 2 pm
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New Dean of Faculty Named

ollege Concerti With

COnlinumfrompJ

century," she said.
Although James has no previous affiliation with the college, she said,
"I've had the pleasure of teaching some Conn students at the Washington
semester abroad program at American University."
"This is a wonderful surprise for me," said James.
Besides her experience as Dean of the School of Government and
Public Administration at American, James bas served as Head of the
Department of Political Science at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University.
She has also been awarded the Outstanding Faculty/Administrator
Award, 1985 and 1987 at American and Certificate of Teaching Excellence, 1975. 1976, and 1980 at Virginia.
In addition to her experience at American and Virginia, she was an
instructor in political science at Hunter College from 1962 to 1968 and
associate professor of political science at Herbert H. Lehman College from
1968 to 1974.
James has also authored four books and is currently working on a fifth,
The Presidency in Transition, which is expected in 1990.
Johnson has been dean of faculty at the college for 12 years.

Deans to Decide Harassment Case
Continuedfromp.7

and smashed a wooden dormitory Handbook, confidentiality is not
chair in the hallway.
required in cases Ihat go to the
Furthermore. Whiting claims Dean's Advisory Committee.
Rosenbloom verbally abused her
However, Calamita said "I
with derogatory slurs and com- think confidentiality has very posiments of a sexual nature. and "said tive benefits .. J am pushing for 11JoJ!leCl
he would use his position in Student. [approval] ... that confidentiality
Org[anization] to 'f--k over' The wouldbeawell-statedandasignifiVoice." Rosenbloom is the current cant component [of the handbook
treasurer of Student Organization.
section dealing with student
According to the college
greivances].'

Congratulations ttt
On 10:15 pm Thursday,
Julia Michelle Tsui was
born to Beverly Bossler &
James Tsui.
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WCNI's Annual
undraising Marathon
Is On NOW!

Discount /
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This Week Show Support For Your Favorite
Radio Station And Listen For Great T-Shirt, Album, and Ticket Giveaways, And Much, Much
More! Hurry Up And Listen, Marathon Ends
Next Sunday.
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;NEW LONDON FOCUS
~

Leading Democrats Express Concern
Over the Future of Volunteer
Opportunities
\

---l\\_~_
by Joanna Phisker
New London Focus Editor

Volunteer organizations across America are excited
about the ramifications of President Bush's new Y.E.S.
to America program and the beneficial affects it will
.... have on community service during the next decade and
~ beyond.
~
There are somepeople, however. who are concerned
o about the passage of this new bill. Democrats in The
~ House of Representatives and The Senate have their
"" own proposals on community service that they would
[ like to see brought into action. Some of these bills have
~ been submitted in past administrations without any
~ decisive results. The Office of Volunteers forCommu•;:,. nity Services (OYCS) at Connecticut College hopes
~ that "Republicans and Democrats will work together to
!i form a program that will last. not just create a mood in
... the country."
~
Since Bush' s campaign promise in October. when he
~~~~~~~~~~~~:.-~~~~~~~~~~~~.
Child admires artwork at Spiral Gallery opening.

Young People's Art Show Opens at
Spiral Gallery

said that he would support volunteer legislation, these
Congressmen and Senators have been waiting for their
chance to enact their own legislation. Now, it seems
that if the Y.E.S. to America program is authorized.
other proposals will have to wait an indefinite period of
time before becoming considered. Some of the propos-

als incluk: The Service to America Act (Serve
America) which is being proposed by Senator
Edward Kennedy; The Citizenship and National
Service Act. proposed by Senator Sam Nunn; and
The American Conservation and Youth Service
Act. proposed by Senator Chris Dodd. These proposals allow for community volunteerism by elementary, high school. and college students. It provides opportunities to volunteer in organizations
ranging from military and civilian service to forest
conservation. In some cases, money for college or
housing will be available to students in need.
Over 250 million dollars would be needed to
enact these three bills alone, and there are at least six
more trying to receive approval. In addition. the
senators are worried that if Congress appropriates
100 million for Bush's Y.E.S. to America program.
there will not be enough money left over for further
legislation.
There is still a lot to be decided over the next few
months; which programs will receive support from
Congress, and will it have to choose between Y.E.S.
to America or a larger number of congressional
bills? According to ayCS, "we hope that Congress
formsa Bipartisan agreement. "!fthis doesn'toccur
there is no nther workable solution.

between Connecticut College and
the surrounding community,"
The students' art work represents
The opening of The Young
the wide range of art programs
People's Art Show was held in the
available to New London' s young
Spiral Gallery in Jane Addams
people.
Over 90 pieces of art are on
Dornntory on Salurday April 8m al
display. varying from paintings, to
2 p.m. This event was co-sponplain about a reservoir's "sale water to patrons in restaurants
by Stasi AlexaQder
chalk sketchings, linoleum prints,
sored by the Spiral Gallery and The
yield". which is the maximum (unless they request it). and 3) shutThe College Voice
and crayon drawings. The different
Office of Volunteers for Commuamount of water a reservoir can ting off public water fountains.
art programs stress that art should
nity Service (OYCS). The show
The
way
the
weather
has
been
safely pump and still never run out
Is Connecticut College doing
be a "fun, relaxing, and creative"
included art donated by youngsters
lately.
one
would
rffird_,_·t_h_ar_d_to
__
o_f_w_a_t_er_.
_N_e_w_Lo_n_d_o_n_·s_saf_e...:y:...i_el_d_an.....:,y.:.th_i...:ng':...:.,abo
the drought?
way for kids to "express themages II through 14 from various
believe that the
Steven George
selves"
and
"build
self-worth,"
schools in the New London area,
town
of
New
Lonat
the Physical
The
subjects
depict
rainbows,
including New London Junior
don
is
in
a
drought
Plant
says. "We
witches. cartoon characters. and
High. Winthrop School. Clark
situation.
Yet
it
is.
are
not.
Maybe
futuristic fantasy worlds.
Lane Junior High. the Drop in
"In
mid-March
the
~
we
should.
Until
The idea for the art show came up
Learning Center. and the Billings P.
reservoirs
serving
~
after
the
rains
last year and its been a great success
Learned House.
stopped however,
so far. The show runs through April New London were :
John Zuckerman, the Director of
at
65%
total
capac~
I didn't really
24th and all interested people are
the Spiral Gallery hopes to estabity
for
three
weeks
.l!
know
we had
encouraged to stop by and have a
lish the art show as an annual event
in
a
row,"
said
De~
.
much
of
a
look.
and through this "foster closer ties
borah
Lynn 11
drought problem
Marshall-Baker.
•
in the New LonTlie
ClHJ}'
Superintendent of,11
~=;-r:;;~;;;~~~~~!!!
..iit'"
don area."
will meet all your scholastic typing needs!
Water at the New
ndon resovo r
Nonetheless.
London Water Works. "Things
for this year was low-not
low
the drought situation has seemed to
Laser Printing
didn't look too good.
enough for immediate danger, but
improve. "Presently the reservoirs
Term Papers
.
"So on April First, ordinances
low enough to be concerned.
are at 74% total capacity. We're
ThesesGlaphs
were started for water conservaThe ordinances Marshall-Baker
still below where we'd like to be.
tion.
But
then
the
rains
started.
-alluded
to
earlier
are
restrictions
on
but
things are improving. !f the
Reports
Resumes'
Figures.
right?"
she
laughed
at
the
outside
water
use.
These
restricrains
continue for the next several
~
44$-U6r· 943 NortA bII, ..... 117, GroIIIa
. irony of the situation.
tions include I) not using a garden
weeks, we can lift restrictions,"
",·J4j'7 • l' :FraUb&..swea, N~
Marshall-Baker went on to ex- hose forany purpose, 2) not serving
said Marshall-Baker.
by Joanna Pinsker
New London Focus Editor
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Art History Film Series

Movie Review:

Apri119th
Georgia O'Keefe
Haines Room 7PM

Scorsese Shines in
New York Stories

Connecticut College Film Society
April 20th

The Apartment
Starring Shirley Maclaine & Jack Lemmon
Olivia8PM

New London Contemporary Ensemble
Apri121st
Spring Concert
Dana Hall 8PM

Simon O'Rourke

emerge on his canvas become the
symbols of the life lessons he tries
to teach others. Visually, Life Lessons is full of vibrant color, espeThe gem of New York Stories cially in the beautifully filmed
is Martin Scorsese's contribution
scenes of Dobie's late night paintto the anthology, Life Lessons. AI- ing frenzies. Scorsese's brilliant
though the other two films are direction lakes over here as crisp
unique and definitely worthwhile,
images mix with intense camera
neither is as successful or enter- movement to produce these beautiraining as this lively short film,
ful sequences. So not only does
Life Lessons begins the trio Nolte'S performance in Life Lesof films which comprise New York sons make it ajoy to watch, but the
Stories. It tells the ,----------:..-:.---'-------~
story of successful artist Lionel
Dobie
(Nick
Nolte)
as he
struggles with the
The College Voice

I

Daniel Klagsbrun Symposium
On Writing and Moral Vision
April 22nd
Saul Bellow
Palmer Auditorium 8PM

Orchestra New England
April 22nd
A Midsummer Night's Dream
New Haven
Battell Chapel 8PM

The Shakers of Sabbathday Lake
Apri12-May 14
Lyman Allyn Museum

,:s.-;================::l
I

ALVtN AtLEY
Thursday, May 4th
8 pm Palmer Auditorium
Tickets on sale at Palmer Box Office
Mon.-Fri. 11-6 (447-7610)

pressures
the
New
Yorkof art
world and the confusions of love.

Woody Allen's
Oedipus
Wrecks is an entertaining end to the
anthology, but something peculiar
pervades what might have become
an Allen classic. It is almost as
though Mr. Allen is trying so hard to
be his old funny self that he loses
much of the delightful spontaneity
we find in many of his older films.
Oedipus Wrecks is very funny, but
unfortunately we've seen it all before.
It's too bad that Life Lessons
comes first in New
York Stories, it
would have been
nice to end with the
best film of the
three. Despite any

Despite any complaints, however,
the trio stands to~ether as a
remarkable collection by three of
the world's greatest directors.

His fickle lover (Rosanna Arquette)
isa bitch to him, buta beautiful and
attractive one at that.
Nolte is stunning in the role
of Dobie, and as his dominating
hulk swaggers across the screen, we
sympathize with his plight
He
reminds us of a injured bear; loving
and generous, bUI with a pathetic
hidden rage. Nolte completely
controls this film. He paints late
into the night to the beat of blaring
rock music, and the images which

film also boasts eye-catching visual
treats.
Not so much can be said for
Francis Ford Coppola's Life Without Zoe, playful but dull romp
through the life of a spoiled preadolescent in New York. Although
the movie may show us some of the
decadent lifestyles of the city's
upper -crust, it does so without
much originality.
Especially in
lightofScorsese'sfilm,
Life Without Zoe falls rather flat.

complaints,
however,
the trio stands
together as a remarkable collection by three of the world's greatest directors. And as they pool
their talents in an effort to chronicle a bit of life in the "city that
never sleeps:' we come out with
the overpowering impression that
Scorsese's Life Lessons have
taught us the most. Still, all of
these films do merit the ever-increasing charge of admission;
you'd be hard pressed to find more
enjoyable movies.

Northwestern University Summer Session '89
Think or swim.

Think or swim.

2003 Sheridan RoW Evanston, Illinois 60208-2650
Save me a seat. Send me a free copy of the Summer session '89 catalog with
financial aid and registration information (aYailable mid·MarCh).

Please send the catalog 10 0 myhome. 0 my school.

S:une

We give you credit for making tough choices.

Sd>ool address

u.
Home Address

Maillhis coupon, or call1-800·FlNDS-NU; in Iilinots. (312) 491-4114.
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ACROSS
1 Asterisk

5 Decay
8 Vehicles
12 Part of face
13 Exist
14 Century plant
15 Keyed up with
interest
16 Playing

card

17 Nerve network
18 Attic
20 Mended with

cotton
22 Period of time
23 The selt
24 Whipped
27 Come back
31 Shoemaker's
'001

32 Game at cards
33 Irritate
37 In truth
40 Ventilate
41 Weight of India
42 Rag
45 Chief
49Dillseed
50 Biblical name

The
Weekly

Crossword
Puzzle

52 Top of head

53 Christmas carol
54 Nickname for

Nancy
55 Sea eagles
56 Contest
57 Accomplished
58 Chair
DOWN
1 Unexpected
difficulty

2 Roman garment
3 Hebrew lyre
4 Rue
5 Climbing palm
6 Miner's find

7 Fragile
8 Vegetable
9 Danish

measure

10 Repetition
11 Sow
19 Before
21 Mature
24 Prohibit
25 Female sheep
26 In music, high
28 Rubber tree
29 Fish eggs
30 Bow

34 Gossip
35 Falsehood
36 Commission
37 Land surrounded by water
38 Born
39 Arranges in
folds
42 Zest
43 Ox of Cefebes
Abound
46 Challenge

«

"I!l!'"+-i-+-i

47 Sicilian volcano
48 Remainder
51 Capuchin
monkey
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by Mark Weitzman
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Weekly staff meeting every Tuesday
at 6:30 pm in Cro 212
New members always welcome
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SPORTS
Women t s Crew looks strong
at MIT, Lowell Regattas
By Rebecca Schlerman
the

Colle:ee

Voice

.

Tollefson with coxswain Kim Taylor. Also, maintaining a steady lead
throughout and fmishing first in
their race was the freshman four
consisting of freshmen Chris Ifill,
Emily Siegel, Amanda Tuttle and
Sara Young coxed by Tika Pinther.
The varsity and IV eights , both
rowing the varsity race, finished
second and fourth respectively after filing a protest against the Lowell boat for detouring from its
course and interfering with the
race.
At present, the line-ups have
changed to include a lightweight
eight, freshman eight and varsity
four. Lightweight rower Rachel
Deutsch '91 sums up the team's
attitude best: "We've become very
close as a team and now that our
boats are set, we'll be able to put all
of our training to work. The races
have taught us that we have a lot of
potential, but we still have a lotIO
improve on."

Women's Crew

by Eric Wagner
Special to the Voice

COLLEGE STUDENTS and HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES
You can earn $570.00 per week, based on your productivity
and communication, while working towards scholarships, a
trip to Rome, prizes and awards. Qualified personnel
would have a chance for management. Opportunity to
work in the New England area. Must be 18 or older. For
personal interview and first consideration, call ...
, 203 - 257 - 4545
Monday - Wednesday 9 am - 3 pm
Thursday - Friday 12 pm - 2 pm

P.F. Collier, Inc.
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Nothing But Victory so far
Men's Lacrosse beats Weslyan

Lady's shed Trinity Jinx
by Ed Hoffman

by Mark Fallon
The

Women's Track Will Send
Three to ECAC Championships
We recognized that there were some outstanding performers there, but there were
also a lot of normal people too," said Bishop.
Once the learn adjusted to the caliber of
Connecticut College women's Track and competition they did quite well. "Most of the
Field Team split up to compete in two differ- performances were good and for the most
ent meets last week, with the distance runners part they were better than last week, some
competing on AprilS at WPland therestofthe considerably better,' said Bishop.
team competing April S at the Yale lnvitaThe highlight was provided by the throwtional. Both sections of the squad performed ers as Co-captain Kathy Grinnell, 'S9 placed
well, though they faced tough competition.
third in the hammer throw and sixth in the
The distance runners at WPI won the4 x SOO discus. Karen Davis, '92 and Alice Maggin,
relay and had five personal bests among the '91 both qualified forECAC's in the hammer
seven runners in the SOOO.Kristin Kissell, 'S9, with throws of 110' 1" and lOT 4" respecand Laurie Clark, '91, placed fourth and fifth tively.
respectively in the SOOO.
"Kathy in particular had a very good meet
"I was pretty excited with how we did at Her throws were the second best she's ever
WPI. Kristin ran her first race in awhile with- had and were very very close to her best. She
out much training. She ran reasonably fast and felt really good about the meet. The throwers
was fairly relaxed, which is a good sign," said definitelywerethebestparlofthemeet,"
said
Coach Ned Bishop.
Bishop.
"What was most exciting was that Heather
"Put together, those are the highlights of
Pierce ['91] and Paula Mino ['91]were so the week-Heather and Paula in the SOOO[at
much faster. They had a big improvement just WPI], Karen Davis ['92] and Alice Maggin
from Saturday to Wednesday."
['91] in the hammer throw, and Kathy both in
Raising its record to 19-9 the team placed the hammer and the discus [at Yale]."
ninth at the extremely competitive Yale Invita"Karen Davis threw better in her second
tional. CONN had gone into the meet expect- meet than either Kathy or Alice did their
ing an extremely high level of competition entire freshman year. It's really exciting that
from the numerous Division 1schools in auen- Karen is doing SO well. And Alice qualified
dance.
for ECAC's which should give her a lot of
Bishop wanted CONN to participate in a confidence. Now all three of them can go
meet of this caliber in order to gain experience into every meet knowing that they are some
competing ata higher level for the post season of the best throwers around."
championships but found that, at least initially,
Bishop credited Assistant Coach Cliff
the team was disconcerted rather than inspired Larrabee with much of the throwers' success.
by the strength of the other competitors.
Larrabee was extremely pleased with the
"We were intimidated going to the meet We results and said, "I was one happy coach last
were trying to be relaxed but even so we were Saturday. Three ECAC qualifications in one
uptight. Once we got there it wasn't that bad. day is about all 1can stand."
by Nancy Northrop
The Col'.
Voice

•

The College Voice

coUege Voice

The mens lacrosse team upped its unbeaten record to 4-0 on Tuesday afternoon
on Harkness Green with a 6-4 come from
behind victory over Wesleyan. Coach Fran
Shields attributed "excellent team defense", and opportunistic offense to the
Conn victory. The first ten and a half
minutes of the game went scoreless with
both teams playing stingy defense. The
entire first half yielded but one goal to each
team, Conn's bid was tallied by Ed Dejoux,
'90. Conn goalie Dave Solazzo, '91,was
stellar in the first half, and he finished the
game with 14 saves. According to Coach
Shields, Solazzo is "coming of age", after
seeing limited time as a freshman. Shields
also offered kudos to Eric Filler, '90, who
Shields considers "one of the premier defensemen in New England.
The Wesleyan squad started off the second half with two quick goals to go ahead 42. Shields noted that the team was confident
that the Wesleyan lead was not insurmountable. Shields attributes this confidence to
the lesson learned in the dramatic 10-S
come from behind victory over Trinity in
the team's home opener, and also to the
leadership thai comes from the team's four
seniors, including captains Jay Ackerman,
and Andy Sharp. According to defenseman
3rooks Brown,'91, "The defense knew we
could keep Wesleyan from widening the
lead, and we had confidence that our offense would bury the ball in the net" ..
Conn roared back at the end of the third

The lady Camels have jumped off to a
great start this season. CONN has a 4-0
record with victories over Trinity.
Amherst, Wheaton, and Holy Cross.
The first game of the season against
Trinity was a high scoring affair with the
Camels on the better end of a 16-13 score.
Despite giving up 13 goals, coach Betsy
Dinger thought her defense played an excellent game.
"We doubled teamed well at midfield
and created turnovers", Dinger said. She
attributed the high score to the rainy and
foggy conditions under which the game
was played.
Eva Cahalan, '91,led all scorers with
7 goals. Freshman Abbey Tyson also had
an excellent debut, scoring S goals and 1
assist. However, the key to the game may
have been the play of Lorraine White, '91,
who scored 4 goals and 2 assists.
The victory over Trinity was the first
one in six years for the Camels. CONN's
next opponent was Amherst on the road.
At Amherst, the Camel's pulled off a
11-10 victory in overtime. CONN trailed
by IwO goals with less then 2:00 minutes
remaining in the game, and victory seemed
out of reach. However, the Camels rallied
with a goal by White at the 1:4Smark. The
defense created one last scoring opportunity when Jen Fulcher, '89, and Kristen
Supko, '92, double-teamed the ball for a
steal. From there the ball was outletted to
Sarah Casey. '91. Casey then threw a

Women's Lacrosse

quarter on what Shields called a "heady"
play by Tom Gately :91, who fed team scoring leader John Dugan,'92, for an empty net
goal. Three minutes later Slater Anderson,'92, tied the game on a fast break goal,
Anderson is a "good creator in the open
field", according to Shields.
The fourth quarter began in a 4-4 deadlock, and once again strong team defense
prevailed. Along with Filler, and Solazzo,
Brooks Brown was praised by Shields for
his continued key performance in the Conn
defense. The game winning goal came from
Tom Gately,'9l, who had three goals and
one assist in the win, this on a feed from
Dugan. The sixth goal came on a play
sparked by Rick Mack,'90, Mack intercepted a Wesleyan pass and fed Gately for
the insurance goal.
CONN faces NESCAC opponent Colby
on Saturday April l S, in their nextattemptto
keep their perfect record intact,

perfect thirty yard pass to Cahalan who put
in the tying goal with IS seconds remaining
~ regulation. and the winning twker-

urne.

---y

Tyson led the Camels with 4 goals.
Cahalan fmished with.3 goals (the last 3 of
the game) and 3 assists.
Against Wheaton, CONN won by a
score of 14-9 despite a poor performance.
Goalie Sarah Lingeman, 'S9, however,
made up for many of the defensive errors.
"Lingeman was hot in goal," said Dinger. "She did a great job",
Cahalan, Tyson, and White had 5, 4,
and 3 goals respectively. Lingeman had 13
saves in goal.
CONN finished off the week with an
easy 17-6 victory over Holy Cross.
Cahalan set a school record with S goals and
2 assists, for a total of 10 points.

Athlete of the Week
The winner of this week's award is Sophmore Lacrosse player lEVA CAHALAN. In the Camel's rout of Holy Cross,
Cahalan scored eight goals and recorded two assists. Her -performance tied the CONN record for goals in one game, and
set a new mark for total points in a game. If she continues at her current pace, she will probably shatter all scoring records
some time during her junior year. - M.e.

